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When the Lake Clifton Campus was 
opened in 1970, it was one of the 
largest public schools in the east 
coast of the United States built to 
relieve surging enrollment during 
Baltimore’s period of peak popula-
tion.  Since then, Baltimore’s popu-
lation has declined to two-thirds of 
what it was in the mid-sixties leav-
ing public schools in the city under-
enrolled and too costly to maintain 
and operate.  It became inevitable 
that schools had to be consolidated 
and many school buildings had to 
be closed.  In 2019, Lake Clifton will 
be one of them.  What was once 
the largest high school in the state 
will now become the largest vacat-
ed school building in the state and 
perhaps in the entire mid-atlantic 
region.  

The future of this major community 
anchor is uncertain as there are 
currently no plans for the build-
ing’s reuse.  The Baltimore City 
Public Schools 21st Century Build-
ing Program to renovate or replace 
dozens of school buildings does 
not include any funds for the reuse 
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of “surplussed” facilities.  Rather 
these vacated buildings are slated 
to be turned over to Baltimore 
City which, at this time, has no 
plans for their reuse.  Historically, 
the city has not satisfactorily dealt 
with abandoned school buildings.  
Often they have been left to decay, 
attracting crime, reducing property 
values and negatively impacting 
neighborhoods.  Such precedence 
is concerning for all neighborhoods 
with vacant buildings, but in the 
case of Lake Clifton, with its sheer 
size and its relationship to Clifton 
Park, there is particular concern 
that its abandonment will be a 
negative force on the community.  

In recognizing this concern, the 
Coldstream Homestead Montebello 
Community Development Com-
munity (CHMCDC) with the sup-
port of Healthy Neighborhoods has 
developed this vision plan for the 
Lake Clifton Campus to propose a 
possible future of this facility that 
contributes to the success, health 
and welfare of the surrounding 
park and community.  This vision 

plan considers Lake Clifton’s future 
as a vibrant and attractive cultural 
and athletics complex that serves 
not only the local community, but 
also the greater Baltimore region.  

By reimagining the complex to be a 
more open and accessible, con-
tributing to Clifton Park, the Lake 
Clifton Campus can become an 
important amenity, a social center, 
and an economic driver for the 
area.  This plan looks at creating a 
new identity for the existing facility, 
leveraging its assets to improving 
its relationship to the Park and sur-
rounding neighborhoods.  This plan 
examines how the building foot-
print may be reduced while main-
taining its public functions such as 
common areas, gym, pool, dining 
hall, library and auditorium.  Finally, 
it imagines possible programs and 
uses for fitness, sports training, 
performances, community gather-
ing, education, and entrepreneur-
ship to make the site into a regional 
destination and a model for neigh-
borhood revitalization.  



CONTEXT



BACKGROUND

The Lake Clifton Building at 2801 
Saint Lo Drive was built as a Bal-
timore City high school facility 
between 1968-1970 at the former 
site of the Lake Clifton Reservoir.  
When constructed, the campus 
was the largest physical plant 
high school in the East Coast.  The 
building was built with a capacity 
of 4,800 students to relieve over-
crowding of nearby schools due to 
the population surge of the “Baby 
Boom” generation.  As subsequent 
decades have had decreases in city 
population and city schools enroll-
ment, the Lake Clifton Building has 
been used to absorb the closure 
and consolidation of schools.  Cur-
rently, two small secondary schools 
occupy the building, Heritage High 
School and the REACH! Partner-
ship School.   As part of the 21st 
Century Schools Building Program, 
the Heritage High School pro-

gram is slated to be closed while 
the REACH! Partnership School is 
slated to be relocated to the Fair-
mont-Harford building, also located 
at Clifton Park adjacent to Harford 
Road.  

Civic Works, a Baltimore-based 
non-profit organization is also 
headquartered at Clifton Park in 
the Clifton Mansion.  REACH!, as a 
transformation school, is a program 
of Civic Works.  Civic Works also 
operates its urban farm program, 
Real Food Farms, at the Lake Clifton 
school grounds adjacent to the 
track and field.  As an organization 
committed to the sustainability, 
community service, education, and 
skills development, Civic Works has 
been an important partner to the 
Coldstream Homestead Montebello 
and surrounding neighborhoods as 
well as to Clifton Park.  
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The 44.9 acres Lake Clifton Campus 
is composed of 3 story concrete 
structures surrounded by a loop 
road and surface parking lots.  The 
vehicular entrance is located at the 
west along St Lo Drive.  Building 
entrances are distributed without 
any clear main entrance.  The build-
ing is of three wings.  There are two 
pinwheel shaped classroom wings 
on the east and west sides of the 
building flanking a central wing 
housing shared functions including 
the auditorium, library, cafeteria, 
administrative offices, gymnasiums, 
and pool.  The site also has outdoor 
tennis courts and a track and field 
with grandstands.  These outdoor 
athletic facilities are in severe disre-
pair and not functional.  



Opposite the Valve House along St. 
Lo Drive is the historic Band Shell, a 
popular venue for concerts, plays, 
festivals, and other community 
events since 1908.  Together, the 
Band Shell and the Valve House 
present an opportunity to create a 
public node along the bend of St. 
Lo Drive, useful for informal activi-
ties and programmed events.  

In 2008, the Baltimore City Recre-
ation and Parks Department de-
veloped a master plan for Clifton 
Park.  As predating the 21st Cen-
tury School Building Program, the 
plan did not consider the future of 
the Lake Clifton Campus.  However, 
the plan did make key recommen-
dations that are still relevant to 
the future of the Park.  Notably, 
the plan identified the traffic and 
alignment of St Lo Drive to be 
problematic.  With wide travel 
lanes, the street currently encour-
ages faster traffic, incongruous to 
the uses at the Park and the Lake 
Clifton Campus.  The plan therefore 
recommended traffic calming mea-

Not including the 50 acres site of 
the Lake Clifton Campus, Clifton 
Park’s area encompasses 260 acres, 
making it one of the largest parks in 
Baltimore City.  The Park is a signif-
icant part of Baltimore history hav-
ing once been the estate of Johns 
Hopkins.  The once rural pastoral 
estate is today a recreational park 
with a golf course, ball fields, band 
shell, swimming pool, playground 
and tennis courts.  

Notably, the site of the Lake Clifton 
Campus was once the Lake Clifton 
Reservoir as part of the municipal 
water system until it was drained 
in the 1960s.  All that remains of 
the system is the pumping station 
structure, now called the Valve 
House.  Today, the Valve House 
stands deteriorated and vacant.  
However, it is an important histor-
ical landmark along St. Lo Drive, 
and many stakeholders want to see 
the structure given a permanent 
purpose appropriate to the dignity 
of the building and its location at a 
major gateway to the Park. 
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sures, narrowing all portions of the 
road and adding parallel parking, 
street trees, wider sidewalks and 
improved lighting.  The plan also 
identified the close proximity of the 
street to the Valve House to be a 
problem.  The existing configura-
tion does not leave adequate room 
for a sidewalk at the Valve house, 
presenting a hazardous condition 
for both cars and pedestrians.  As a 
long term solution, the master plan 
recommends a realignment of St Lo 
Drive to run behind the Band Shell, 
permitting the Band Shell and Valve 
house to be connected uninter-
rupted by trails.  

For the Valve House, the plan 
recommends a full renovation as 
a flexible gathering and special 
event space with large outdoor 
plaza, with possible uses such as 
restaurant, catering, or concession 
service to act as both a regular 
destination and to support special 
events.



The 462,083 SF Lake Clifton Cam-
pus Building is situated in a 44.9 
acres site at Clifton Park.  The 
building is an assemblage of several 
large buildings interconnected by 
bridges and interior corridors. Two 
3-story pinwheel-shaped classroom 
wings flank the east and west sides 
of a Central Core which houses Ad-
ministration, Dining, Media Center 
and a greenhouse. A Fine Arts wing 
with a theater, stage and music 
rooms sits to the north of the 
Central Core; a Physical Education 
wing, containing multiple gymna-
siums, locker rooms and a pool, is 
located to the south.

The central core contains main 
offices, a 1,000-seat auditorium, 
two cafeterias, two gymnasiums, a 
swimming pool, main library & me-
dia center, and other administrative 
offices. This core is connected by 
bridges and passageways to two 
buildings, each containing a com-
mon area radiating to two distinct 
smaller units housing classrooms 
on four levels. The units are re-
ferred to as A, B, C, and D units; A 
and B units are connected on the 
left side of the central core and C 
and D units on the right side. After 
the closure of LCEHS, as of 2010, 
Heritage High School utilizes the A 
& B unit side, and the REACH! Part-
nership School utilizes the C & D 
side of the campus (formerly used 
by Doris M. Johnson High School).

The Lake Clifton Campus includes 
an athletic sports field, a track and 
field area, and a tennis area which 
can also be used for badminton. 
Additionally, there is a 6-acre (2.4 
ha) sustainable agriculture urban 
farm, "Real Food Farm", which is 
managed by Civic Works, Inc. The 
farm has several "hoop houses", 
tunnel-greenhouses, that were 
created in 2009 in order to increase 
food access in local neighborhoods, 
as well as demonstrating the eco-
nomic potential of agriculture and 
environmental urban farming and 
providing educational opportuni-
ties.

The building is made of reinforced 
concrete frame structure and with 
a low-sloped roof.  The building 
envelope is made of CMU exterior 
walls with brick veneer and single-
pane thermally unbroken alu-
minum frame windows and built-up 
roofing.  Interior partitions are 
made of CMU.  Based on the 2015 
BCPSS Feasibility Study by Grimm + 
Parker Architects, the condition of 
the building is poor with a facilities 
conditions index of 49.5% calcu-
lated by the ratio of 10 year repair 
cost ($59 M) against the replace-
ment cost ($107 M).  

The aging structure is at the time 
of this report, occupied and opera-
tional.  However, general condition 
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is compromised by deferred main-
tenance.  Concrete throughout the 
exterior show signs of cracking, 
chipping and spalling, however, ac-
cording to Grimm + Parker’s visual 
inspection, there is no indication of 
significant distress.  Specific condi-
tions of distress such as some col-
umns and canopies, are described 
in the Grimm + Parker report.  (See 
Appendix)

While a number of mechanical 
systems, including the central plan 
systems have been upgraded as 
recently as 2007, a majority of the 
existing mechanical infrastructure, 
equipment and system date back to 
the original construction.  

The building does not have auto-
matic sprinkler system throughout.  

Many conditions related to fire 
separation, door hardware, stair 
configuration, and railings are not 
code compliant.  Additionally, there 
are components such as the audi-
torium, bathrooms and classrooms 
that are not ADA compliant.  (See 
Appendix)

For the adaptive reuse of the Lake 
Clifton Campus, it is recommended 
that the building be fully renovated 
including the updating of mechani-
cal systems, repairing structural 
deterioration, replacement of win-
dows, insulation of building enve-
lope, updating of lighting, power 
and finishes, and adding sprinkler 
systems.  It would also be neces-
sary to update the building for code 
and ADA compliance.

DETAIL OF EXISTING CONCRETE CONDITION



VISION



The vision for the Lake Clifton 
Campus is to transform the site 
into a community amenity and 
regional destination focused on 
athletics, fitness, culture and busi-
ness incubation.  At 462,083 SF, the 
Lake Clifton Campus is a very large 
facility with multiple wings.  Reuse 
and renovation of the entire facility 
would be costly and difficult to fill.  
However, the central wing contains 
spaces that are assets to both the 
Park and community, and that can 
be developed to become an impor-
tant cultural hub for east Baltimore.  

Upon consideration of possible 
uses, the CHMCDC steering com-
mittee developed a vision for 
a mixed-use facility that brings 
together community, entrepreneur-
ship, wellness and education.  This 
vision brings to the Lake Clifton 
Campus the following recommen-
dations:

• Athletics Training Facility
• Fitness Center
• Healthy Food Teaching Kitchen
• Dining Hall
• Community Gathering and 

Meeting Spaces
• Performing Arts and Culture 

Center
• Co-Working and Entrepreneur-

ship Center
• 21st Century Library

The vision also improves the rela-
tionship of Lake Clifton to Clifton 
Park.  Removing the excess class-
room wings and adding a new 
headhouse will improve the image 
and identity of the facility. Also, 
the site can be programmed with 
spaces that contribute the pro-
posed uses for Lake Clifton and for 
the existing uses in the Park.   This 
vision plan proposes the following 
outdoor uses:

• Renovated track and field and 
grandstands

• Renovated tennis courts
• New practice field
• A community courtyard
• Public plaza at the Valve House

VISION



SITE ANALYSIS

The existing Lake Clifton Campus 
stands as an anachronism in Clifton 
Park.  The Brutalist structure is not 
only visually incompatible with the 
park surroundings, it is also overly 
large and awkwardly situated.  The 
design of the school lacks a clear 
entrance and identity.  The un-
fortunate configuration places a 
classroom wing as the first point of 
encounter when approaching the 
site.  There is no main entrance to 
the facility, making it difficult for 
visitors arriving at the site.  

The roadway entrance and St Lo 
Drive encroaches upon the Valve 
House to leave little room for pe-
destrian passage. The entrance is 
located at the bend of St Lo Drive 
presenting a hazardous condition 
to both pedestrians and vehicles.  
There is also an overabundance 
of surface parking, underutilized 
because of the reduction in student 
population.  Due to deferred main-
tenance, the existing track and field 
and tennis courts are not useable.  



In order to improve the presence 
of the Lake Clifton Campus as a 
contributing asset to the Park, it 
is important to reduce the size 
and revise the approach into the 
site.  It is recommended that the 
classroom wings (A,B,C and D) as 
well as their connecting bridges be 
demolished while preserving the 
central wing containing the audito-
rium, dining facility, library, gymna-
sium, and pool facilities.  It is also 
recommended that the entrance 
be relocated so as not to impinge 
upon the Valve House and to im-
prove safe access from St Lo Drive.  
Paving removal is at the existing 
entry driveway is recommended.  
Also, the parking lot at the east 
end of the site is recommended for 
removal.  

DEMOLITION



SITE DESIGN APPROACH

The reimagined Lake Clifton Cam-
pus will have an improved pres-
ence in the park with a better entry 
and arrival experience and active 
outdoor environments.  The pro-
posed site design removes the two 
pinwheel classroom wings to make 
room for new outdoor spaces and 
to improve the image and func-
tion of the facility.  The vehicular 
entrance will be relocated to be 
further south along St Lo Drive, 
away from the bend and away from 
the Valve House.  This will make a 
safer entrance that more directly 
connects to the new entrance.  The 
entry experience is created with a 
new headhouse wing attached on 
the west side of the gymnasium.  
A bosque of trees will be added 
to screen the bulk of the existing 
building and place emphasis on the 
new headhouse.  Removing the 
east classroom wing (C and D) and 
the adjacent surface parking will 
provide room for a new practice 
field.  



The design approach images a 
mixed-use facility and site that 
compliments and contributes to 
Clifton Park and the surrounding 
neighborhoods.  The new head-
house provides a fresh image to the 
facility and provide a clear point 
of entry.  It houses a community 
commons on the first floor with 
casual gather spaces and will have 
a fitness center on the second floor.  
The new headhouse is also the fo-
cal point for a new pedestrian axis 
from the Valve House.  The Valve 
House itself is to be repurposed to 
be a civic space and plaza, hosting 
cultural events, farmer’s markets, 
and food trucks.  From the Valve 
House, the plaza extends to con-
nect to both the headhouse and 
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to the existing sunken courtyard.  
The courtyard becomes a vibrant 
and flexible outdoor space open 
both from the outside and con-
nected to interior spaces such as 
the commons and the dining hall.  
The new entry drive connects to 
a drop-off area adjacent to the 
main entrance.  The existing park-
ing near St Lo Drive is expanded 
to serve the main entrance and a 
new loop road alignment is created 
to improve site circulation.  The 
existing tennis courts and track and 
field with grandstands are reno-
vated to contribute to the Park and 
functions of the new facility.  New 
athletic practice fields are added on 
the east in place of the demolished 
classroom wing.



COMMUNITY COMMONS

As a public facility, there is a need 
for open areas for informal gath-
ering.  The community commons 
functions as a living room for the 
complex, providing a variety of cas-
ual seating and meeting areas for 
incidental and planned encounters.  
The commons is a lively, welcoming 
space that is colorful and comfort-
able.  It presents a sense of open-
ness that permits all uses to feel 
comfortable and welcome.  

EXAMPLE OF COMMON SPACE

EXAMPLE OF COMMON SPACE



21st CENTURY LIBRARY

EXISTING LIBRARY

The existing library is well main-
tained and well lit, but designed for 
school use based on dated con-
cepts.  Library design trends today 
call for environments that are more 
social, interactive and flexible.  
There is less emphasis on study-
ing or referencing books and more 
emphasis on multimedia access 
and collaboration.  The library at 
Lake Clifton can be reimaged to be-
come a 21st century media center.  
A place where people can gather, 
research, study and find reference 
material.  The media center will 
depend heavily on wireless tech-
nology and other new technologies 
for accessing information.  

EXAMPLE OF 21ST CENTURY LIBRARY

EXAMPLE OF 21ST CENTURY LIBRARY



BUSINESS INCUBATION AND CO-WORKING OFFICE

Small business and start-ups ben-
efit from the flexible and com-
munal environment provided by 
co-working spaces.  Adding an 
entrepreneurial space for business 
incubation brings a regular popula-
tion of uses into the building and 
encourages diverse interactions.  
The office users benefit from the 
co-located amenities such as the 
fitness center, media center, athlet-
ics and park. 

EXAMPLE OF CO-WORKING SPACE

EXAMPLE OF CO-WORKING SPACE



PERFORMING ARTS

EXISTING AUDITORIUM

The existing stepped auditorium is 
a unique asset to Lake Clifton and 
the Park.  The auditorium, though 
dated, has a seating capacity of 
1,000. It is surrounded by four mu-
sic instruction classrooms and has 
a raised stage and its own entrance 
and lobby.  These areas require sig-
nificant renovations including new 
finishes, lighting, and ADA acces-
sibility in addition to building-wide 
systems upgrades for mechani-
cal and life-safety.  However, the 
facility can become a destination 
for community performances and 
visiting productions.  And with the 
available classrooms and adjacent 
uses, the facility can be used for 
music education classes and camps.  

EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED AUDITORIUM

EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED MUSIC CLASSROOM



GYMNASIUM AND POOL

EXISTING POOL EXISTING GYM

EXISTING SHOWER ROOM

The Lake Clifton Campus has two 
gymnasiums, a swimming pool 
and ancillary fitness rooms.  These 
facilities are in fair condition and 
require minimal upgrades to make 
them attractive and functional.  
Support facilities such as locker and 
shower rooms are outdated and re-
quire major upgrades.  The combi-
nation of these spaces provide the 
opportunity for recreation, training 
and fitness programs to exist at 
Lake Clifton.  The swimming pool is 
not regulation size for competition, 
however, it is still useful as a com-
munity pool and for training.



TRAINING AND FITNESS

The vision for Lake Clifton calls 
for a training program that takes 
advantage of the existing athletic 
facilities.  Dedicated training spaces 
as well as a public fitness center 
is included.  The training spaces 
can be tailored for specific sports 
and fitness regimens.  The fitness 
center can support the training 
center as well as be open for public 
access by membership.  The train-
ing center is intended to house 
year-round and summer programs 
that provide professional coaching 
for athletes.  

EXAMPLE OF TRAINING CLASSROOM EXAMPLE OF FITNESS CENTER

EXAMPLE OF TRAINING CENTER



 HEALTHY FOODS TEACHING KITCHEN

EXISTING KITCHEN

The Lake Clifton Campus has an 
operational commercial kitchen 
which can easily be modified to 
become a teaching kitchen.  With 
the adjacent Real Food Farms, 
fresh produce is available for use in 
developing a program that teaches 
and promotes healthy eating.  
The teaching kitchen can provide 
nutrition and education classes for 
the community.  It can also house 
commercial cooking classes for the 
public and permit small businesses 
to develop catering businesses.  As 
an operational kitchen it can also 
serve food for the training center 
and performing arts center.

EXAMPLE OF TEACHING KITCHEN

EXAMPLE OF TEACHING KITCHEN



DINING HALL

EXISTING DINING HALL

The existing dining hall can be 
renovated to become a welcoming, 
social environment.  Adding new 
lighting, finishes and furniture can 
make the dining hall a place with 
varied seating options for work and 
socialization.  Also, it can expand 
into the courtyard with outdoor 
seating.  The dining room can serve 
larger events related to both the 
training center and the perfor-
mance center.  It can also be useful 
for large community gatherings.

EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED DINING HALL



COURTYARD

The existing Lake Clifton Campus 
has a sunken courtyard that helps 
to bring daylight into the lower 
floors. However the courtyard is 
barren and empty, without pro-
grammed outdoor spaces.  The 
courtyard can be landscaped to 
compliment the interior uses, 
providing more varied gathering 
spaces for formal and informal 
activities.  As connected to the 
dining hall, it can house outdoor 
seating with tables.  There can also 
be stepped landscaped seating to 
create an amphitheater suitable for 
larger outdoor assemblies, con-
certs, and festivals.  

EXAMPLE OF BOSQUE OF TREES EXAMPLE OF COURTYARD

EXAMPLE OF AMPHITHEATER



ATHLETICS

EXISTING TRACK AND FIELD

EXISTING TENNIS COURTS EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED GRANDSTANDS TRACK AND FIELD

EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED TENNIS COURTS

The existing track and field and 
tennis courts are in disrepair and 
not useable in their current state.  
Renovating these facilities would 
compliment the interior fitness, 
recreation, and training uses.  At 
the same time, the facilities can be 
open contributing to the recrea-
tional uses of Clifton Park.  



CIVIC SPACE AT VALVE HOUSE

The Valve House stands as an 
important artifact to the his-
tory of Lake Clifton and Baltimore.  
Preservation and restoration can 
transform the structure to be a key 
landmark in the Park and a civic 
space.  Creating a plaza around 
the Valve House will provide the 
opportunity for a variety of public 
functions such as farmer’s markets 
or food truck gatherings.  The Valve 
House itself can house community 
oriented programs and uses that 
contribute both the park and the 
neighborhood.  

In order for the Valve House to 
operate as a civic land mark, its 
awkward adjacency to St Lo Drive 
would have to be corrected.  Rea-
ligning the curved portion of the 
road will improve the traffic safety 
improve intersections, and also 
provide more space for a plaza.  
Additionally, adding a protected 
bicycle lane at the east side of St Lo 
Drive will improve separating the 
plaza from traffic give better access 
and mobility through the park.  

EXAMPLE OF PROTECTED BIKE LANE

EXAMPLE OF PLAZA WITH FOOD TRUCKS

EXAMPLE OF FARMER’S MARKET



PLANS



GROUND FLOORBASEMENT



SECOND FLOORFIRST FLOOR



APPENDIX:
Baltimore City Public Schools
Lake Clifton Feasibility Study

by Grimm + Parker 
2015
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Address: 2801 Saint Lo Drive, Baltimore, Maryland
Architect:  Smeallie, Orrick & Janka
Year of Construction:  1970
Year of Renovation(s): 2007, 2009

The Lake Clifton Building Facility located at 2801 Saint Lo Drive in Baltimore, Maryland, was built between 
1968 and 1970, and is centrally located in Clifton Park in East Baltimore.  The building is accessed from Saint 
Lo Drive which connects Harford Road to the west and Sinclair Lane to the south through Clifton Park proper.  
The 462,083sf building is an assemblage of several large buildings interconnected by bridges and interior 
corridors. Two 3-story pinwheel-shaped classroom wings flank the east and west sides of a Central Core which 
houses Administration, Dining, Media Center and a greenhouse.  A Fine Arts wing with a theater, stage and 
music rooms sits to the north of the Central Core; a Physical Education wing, containing multiple gymnasiums, 
locker rooms and a pool, is located to the south.

For the purpose of navigating of this report, the diagram above will serve as a reference using wing designations 
that have been adopted by the school over the years.

Although site specific borings and infiltration tests may show otherwise, it should be anticipated that options 
will be limited in terms of which stormwater management practices are permitted for use in these soils. 

 
n.   Flood Plains, Stream Valley Buffers and Non-Tidal Wetlands

Initial investigations reveal that the site is located outside of a floodplain in a zone “X” on FEMA Flood 
Insurance Rate Map number 2400780012E. 

It should be noted that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Mapping services indicates freshwater emergent wetlands 
in the Southeastern corner of the property.  This is a low-point and known stormwater management pond; 
however it is unclear whether or not the ACOE will choose to regulate this as a wetland or not.  Nevertheless, 
avoidance of this area should be adhered to with any proposed improvements. 

ARCHITECTURAL NARRATIVE 

Lake Clifton Building #040
Existing Building
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EXISTING BASEMENT PLAN

EXISTING FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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EXISTING GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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BUILDING CONDITION ASSESSMENT

a.   Exterior Building Envelope (typical for all wings)

Exterior Walls
Exterior walls at the first and second floors are brick veneer with CMU backup with an air space cavity 
between.  The wall contains no additional insulation materials to help with thermal separation.  The 
ground floor façade is comprised of exposed-aggregate concrete panels between concrete piers.  
Overall, the exterior brick veneer is generally in fair to good condition, however several areas of brick 
work require repointing and/or masonry repairs for cracking.   Some areas of brick are discolored 
from deterioration of adjacent concrete materials and glazing seals; these areas will require cleaning 
to remove staining.

The facades feature wide bands of a concrete veneer with a troweled coating at each floor slab line 
and at the coping.  Concrete-finished piers occur at window jambs of ground floor clerestory windows, 
as well as at paired windows on the upper floors.  The concrete throughout the building shows signs of 
significant cracking, chipping and spalling, with many areas of exposed steel reinforcing (see Appendix  
B - Photos 01 & 02).  Much of the exposed concrete has been painted or coated with a textured finish 
over time; these surface finishes are consistently peeling and showing advanced signs of age.  The 
horizontal concrete banding surrounds the structural steel frame and is not structurally load-bearing; 
however significant work will be required to repair and restore the concrete and provide adequate 
coverage to steel reinforcing bars.  Further testing and analysis of the exposed concrete is recommended 
to assess whether restoration is feasible, or if the concrete should be wrapped with another suitable 
veneer material. Refer to the Structural Analysis section for further information.
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2Windows are original with single-pane glazing and aluminum frames with no thermal breaks; these 

units should be replaced with high-efficiency double-glazed units. Ground floor windows have security 
grates, many of which are starting to corrode or have been damaged.  Seals around most windows and 
curtainwalls are compromised, allowing water and air infiltration into the conditioned space; daylight 
was observed at several gaps between windows and wall jambs.   

Stairways/Entrances 
The stairway walls are cast-in-
place concrete, which is exposed 
on the interior and painted. The 
end wall of the stairs has an 
interior brick veneer and vertical 
slot windows on each side.  On 
top of the stair walls is a band 
of clerestory windows wrapping 
all four sides of the stair tower.  
All of the windows in the stair are 
aluminum frame single-glazed 
units with no thermal break. At 
most stair towers, the seals around 
the clerestory windows have been 
compromised, leading to water 
infiltration and staining of the 
ceiling.
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The roof of the stair towers is a monolithic cast-in-place concrete form in a V-shaped butterfly profile. 
The roof form extends beyond the clerestory forming a deep, sloped cantilever on all four sides of the 
stair. The exposed concrete on the underside of the overhangs is badly stained from excess moisture, 
and is spalling with exposed reinforcing showing in many areas.  A coating was added to the underside 
of the exposed concrete which is peeling badly throughout all stairs. There is no additional insulation 
below the concrete deck.  

Stair treads are concrete and are in generally in serviceable condition. Stairway handrails are not ADA 
or code-compliant and should be replaced.

Roof
The roof system at the existing building is a low-slope, multi-ply built up roofing system.  The system 
is topped with loose gravel and is generally in fair condition.  The original building does not typically 
have a piped overflow drain system, with the exception of the Media Center roof which was replaced 
and outfitted with overflow drains.  The roof was generally observed to have a very shallow, if any, 
visible slope to the existing drains.  It appears that no structural slope is provided and the roofs are 
essentially flat.  The roofs contain many mechanical units and fans which are not supported on adequate 
equipment curbs.  Roof penetrations and exposed piping are not adequately flashed and booted to 
prevent water infiltration. 

Most building areas have a shallow parapet with narrow through-wall scuppers intended to provide 
overflow outlet (see Appendix B - Photo 03). The typical parapet metal coping appears to be original 
and is past its useful lifespan.  The roof of the gymnasiums has a gravel stop which appears to have 
been recently replaced.  

Low roof areas at the dining rooms contain large polycarbonate skylights which are hazed and cracking 
and require replacement (see Appendix B - Photo 04).  Several areas of low roof that are primarily 
shaded are growing vegetation from inadequate drainage and maintenance (see Appendix B - Photo 
05).  Also, several transitions between low roofs and masonry walls show one or two courses of exposed 
concrete block which is unprotected from water infiltration (see Appendix B - Photo 06).

The roof above the Central Core contains an octagonal greenhouse structure and head house.  The 
glazing system at the greenhouse has hazed glass panels which need full replacement (see Appendix 
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B - Photo 07).  The masonry screenwall enclosing the mechanical equipment at the Central Core roof 
has many areas of failed masonry and concrete which require extensive repair (see Appendix B - Photo 
08).

The roofs of the exposed concrete tower forms are typically covered with a sheet metal roofing panels 
with flat welded seams, which appear to be original to the building and past their useful service life.  
These v-shaped roofs channel rainwater back to the adjacent lower flat roofs; some conditions have 
collectors and downspouts; some other conditions simply drain directly down the exposed concrete 
framing (see Appendix B - Photo 09). Proper collectors, downspouts and splashblocks should be 
provided at each of these conditions.

b.   Classroom Wings A/B & C/D 

Circulation
Corridors are approximately 11’ wide and have adequate clear width to accommodate two-way 
student traffic and lockers on both sides.  Full-height metal lockers line most of the corridor walls 
between classroom entrances. Lockers are in good condition and require painting.

The center of the A/B & C/D Wings is a commons area with built-in benches and a large open floor 
space for student gathering and circulation.  Large-scale artwork murals of various materials and 
style are installed on multiple walls in the commons area of each floor of both classroom wings (see 
Appendix B - Photos 11 & 12).  This artwork has been identified by school staff as an important part 
of the building’s history and legacy and should be carefully restored and salvaged for potential reuse 
in a renovation or replacement building plan.

Floor Finishes & Furnishings
Corridor floors are flexible terrazzo tile.  This floor tile has continuous cracks in some areas, frequently 
near the stair landings, and should be replaced (see Appendix B - Photo 10).  Control joints in the 
concrete slab should be reviewed when the old flooring is removed; additional CJs should be added at 
intervals and locations recommended by the Structural Engineer. Classrooms typically have VCT floors 
which are aged and should be replaced.  Furniture and equipment varies in condition.  Some casework 
is original and showing a lot of wear.  Worn or damaged equipment should be replaced. 
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Interior Doors & Hardware
Interior doors are solid core wood in hollow metal frames with sidelights and metal mesh screens in some 
locations. Wood doors and hardware should be replaced for ADA compliance and security updates. 
HM frames should be prepped and repainted.

Interior Walls
Interior partition walls are typically painted CMU or finished wallboard/plaster that should be pointed 
up and repainted. Corridors have glazed ceramic tile walls that are generally in good condition, with 
certain areas that require repair or replacement (see Appendix B - Photo 13).    Toilet rooms have 
glazed ceramic floor and wall tiles that require replacement in some areas.  Toilet partitions range from 
fair to good condition; some units will need to be replaced once ADA fixture upgrades are made (see 
Appendix B - Photo 14).  Urinal screens should be added where missing.  

Stair treads are painted concrete and are in generally in serviceable condition. Stairway handrails are 
not ADA-compliant and should be replaced.

Ceilings
Corridor ceilings are 2x4 acoustic tile in a suspended grid system.  The ceiling system generally is in 
good condition: any stained, sagging or missing tiles should be replaced.  Corridor lighting is provided 
by 2x4 surface-mounted fluorescent fixtures that appear in good condition.  Ceilings are 2x4 suspended 
grid & tile with 1x4 surface-mounted light fixtures.  Lights should be replaced with efficient indirect 
lighting to provide adequate light levels for instruction and circulation.  
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c.   Fine Arts

Floor Finishes & Furnishings
Corridor floors are flexible terrazzo tile, which is in fair condition.  Classrooms have a mix of carpet 
and VCT; this should all be replaced with new durable classroom flooring.  Some of the music rooms 
have permanent seating risers which are not accessible (see Appendix B - Photo 15).  The Auditorium 
has exposed sloped concrete floors beneath the audience seating, with carpeted aisles.  The seating is 
comprised of non-upholstered wood seats and backs on cast metal standards; the seating overall is in 
fair to good condition.

Interior Doors & Hardware
Interior doors are solid core wood in hollow metal frames.  Wood doors and hardware should be 
replaced for ADA compliance and security updates. HM frames should be prepped and repainted.

Interior Walls
Interior partition walls are typically painted CMU or finished wallboard/plaster that should be pointed 
up and repainted. Corridors have glazed ceramic tile walls that are in fair condition, with some repairs 
needed.   

Ceilings
Corridor ceilings are 2x4 acoustic tile in a suspended grid system. The ceiling grid slopes and steps 
with the stairs as levels change, which has left many of the tiles installed unevenly. Bulkheads should be 
installed to help manage ceiling height transitions if ceilings are replaced.   Several classrooms have a 
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12x12 fire-rated ceiling tile with a concealed grid system.  This ceiling material should be investigated 
for presence of asbestos and properly abated if required.    The auditorium has a sloped wallboard/
plaster ceiling that has several stains from roof leaks.  Any leaks should be properly repaired prior to 
ceiling repair.

d.   Central Core/Media Center

Floor Finishes
Corridor floors and dining areas are flexible terrazzo tile.  This floor tile has continuous cracks in some 
areas and should be replaced.   Control joints in the concrete slab should be reviewed when the old 
flooring is removed; additional CJs should be added at intervals and locations recommended by the 
Structural Engineer. Classrooms typically have VCT floors which are aged and should be replaced.  
Media Center and office areas typically have broadloom carpet which should be replaced with new 
carpet tile or resilient floor tile.
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Interior Doors & Hardware
Interior doors are solid core wood in hollow metal frames with sidelights and metal mesh screens in some 
locations. Wood doors and hardware should be replaced for ADA compliance and security updates. 
HM frames should be prepped and repainted.

Interior Walls
Interior partition walls are typically finished wallboard/plaster that should be pointed up and repainted. 
Corridor walls have a base/wainscot of glazed ceramic tile that should be replaced.  Toilet rooms have 
glazed ceramic tile that requires replacement in some areas.   The Media Center has been renovated 
within the last few years and contains finishes and materials that are typically in better condition than 
the rest of the Central Core area.

Ceilings
Ceilings are typically 2x4 acoustic tile in a suspended grid system, with surface-mounted 2x4 fluorescent 
light fixtures.  The acoustic ceiling tiles are sagging in many areas with stained or missing tiles in many 
areas.  The stained tiles indicate a series of roof and/or pipe leaks that need to be addressed.  Ceiling 
tiles should be replaced upon completion of proper repairs. The ground floor dining rooms have a 2x2 
acoustic tile ceiling grid system which is showing signs of age and should be replaced.  The dining room 
also has several skylights that are hazed polycarbonate, some of which have leaked and have been 
covered completely. Skylights should be replaced with sloped aluminum-framed units with insulated 
glazing (see Appendix B - Photo 16).   

e.   Physical Education

Circulation
The Physical Education area is publicly accessed through a two-story entrance lobby with open stairs at 
each end (see Appendix B - Photo 17).  These stairs are exits only, from 2nd floor office space in the 
adjacent Central Core area. The lobby provides reasonable public space and overflow for gymnasium 
events, along with access to tickets and public toilets. The lobby has glazed brick floor tile in good 
condition. Lobby walls are clad with a pebbled stone texture panel which should be removed and 
replaced with a durable wall finish.
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Floor Finishes & Furnishings
The two main Gymnasiums have solid wood athletic flooring which is showing signs of age and should be 
replaced.  Locker room shower areas have ceramic floor and wall tile that should be replaced.  Shower 
fixtures are multi-head poles which should be replaced with individual private shower stalls and brought 
up to ADA compliance.  The pool area and deck has a mosaic tile floor which is in good condition, but 
has some staining to be removed.  Lockers in the basement locker rooms are in poor condition and have 
been repainted over the years; these units are in need of replacement (see Appendix B - Photo 18).  
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The basement area of this wing has seen extensive flooding, which appears to be the result of 
groundwater infiltration through the walls/foundation.  The lower gymnasium at the northwest corner of 
the basement level is flooded with several inches of standing water (see Appendix B - Photo 19).  Water 
has flowed out into the adjacent corridor and into several surrounding spaces.  Further investigation 
and extensive remediation will be required to correct this pervasive water infiltration issue. All interior 
materials and finishes must be removed, and abatement of mold and mildew will be required once the 
area is properly waterproofed.  

The sub-basement are near the pool also shows signs of significant flooding.  Sediment stains several 
feet high are visible on basement concrete walls (see Appendix B - Photo 20).  This is a hazardous 
condition that requires further investigation of foundation walls and adequacy of the sump pump system.

Interior Doors & Hardware
Interior doors are solid core wood in hollow metal frames. Wood doors and hardware should be 
replaced for ADA compliance and security updates. HM frames should be prepped and repainted.

Interior Walls
The two Gymnasiums have walls comprised of solid CMU block as well as areas of slotted acoustical 
block; these walls should be repainted. The gyms have banks of retractable bleachers along the long 
walls that appear relatively new and are in good condition.  Each gym, has a full-height operable wall 
to be able to divide the spaces in half. These walls are original to the building and do not appear to 
be in use; these could be replaced with new roll-up divider curtains that can be mounted to the roof 
structure. The pool area has a combination of solid CMU block, slotted acoustical block and perforated 
sound block; all of which are in good condition and look to have been recently painted.  

Staining was visible at the southwest corner of the pool deck, indicating a below grade condition that has 
leaked over time.  Groundwater infiltration has stained the wall surfaces and floor tile (see Appendix B -  
Photo 21).  Remediation will be required to properly channel groundwater and adequately waterproof 
this area.

Ceilings
The gyms and pool area have exposed fiber-cement roof decking with an exposed steel beam structure.  
These components appear to be in good shape and may be repainted for better light reflectance.  
Surface-mounted light fixtures should be replaced with suspended direct/indirect fixtures for brighter, 
more even lighting.  Locker room ceilings are 2x4 grid and acoustic tile which are badly damaged. These 
ceilings should be replaced with a durable hard ceiling system designed for locker room environments.

f.   Bridges

The bridges are elevated hallways that connect the A/B Wing and C/D Wing to the Central Core at the 
First Floor level only.  They are supported by a series of exposed structural piers outside of the exterior 
walls of the bridge.  The piers are comprised of cast-in-place concrete that is failing in several areas and 
should be repaired or replaced; refer to structural analysis for further information (see Appendix B - Photo 
22).  There are also several areas where cracking is evident at the bulkheads aligning with the exposed 
columns. Expansion joints were installed near the ends of the bridges but only occur in the floor, which has 
resulted in cracking in the walls and in some cases visible daylight from the exterior (see Appendix B - Photo 
23). New expansion joints should be installed to allow for movement in the walls and roof planes as well.

The interior walls of the bridges have exposed brick up to the ceiling with a pattern of vertical punched 
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windows.  The windows are original with single-pane glazing and aluminum frames with no thermal breaks; 
these units should be replaced with high-efficiency double-glazed units.  Below the windows on each side 
of the corridor are a row a continuous cabinet wall heaters.  The metal-faced panels of the heaters are 
buckled and damaged in some areas; these units will likely be removed and replaced as part of an 
updated HVAC system.

BUILDING CODE ANALYSIS

The existing building does not have an automatic sprinkler system throughout. Installing a sprinkler system 
is highly recommended for several reasons, including:  1) Safety of the building occupants, 2) Protection of 
property, 3) Dramatic reduction in the cost of other fire protection measures needed throughout the building to 
comply with code. 

Additional components of the building are not code compliant, including the following:
• Most exit stair configurations and railings are not code compliant, including enclosures, landing depth, 

guardrail height and handrail extensions.
• Several interior spaces that require multiple means of egress have exits that do not meet required 

remoteness distances.
• Wire glass is provided door lites, sidelites and transoms throughout the building as well as the renovated 

first floor corridor windows that overlook the Media Center (see Appendix B - Photo 24).  Wire glass is 
no longer allowed in Educational use buildings per IBC.

• Some door hardware has been replaced throughout the building, but most updates do not include code-
compliant panic bars, closer devices and latches where required. 

• Railings at spectator seating are of pool are not code-compliant (see Appendix B - Photo 25).
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BUILDING ACCESSIBILITY ANALYSIS

Elevators are provided in the A/B and C/D Classroom Wings as well as the Central Core, which provide access 
to each of the upper building levels.  However, these elevators are original to the building and have exceeded 
their useful service life.  A new elevator was added as part of the Media Center renovation and is in good 
working condition.  

Additional components of the building are not ADA compliant, including the following:
• ADA access is not provided at all exterior entrances, with several concrete steps occurring at most exits 

(see Appendix B - Photo 26).  Creating new accessible entrances will require regarding in some areas 
and addition of ramps at others.

• The Auditorium seating area has a steep-raked floor that does not meet ADA maximum slope 
requirements. The theater stage is also not accessible.   Additionally, the corridor around the auditorium 
has several level changes resulting in multiple rooms that are not accessible by ramp or elevator. 
Furthermore, some of the music rooms have tiered seating risers which are not accessible.  

• The basement level of the Physical Education wing is accessed by stairs only.  An elevator must be 
provided in this area for accessibility.

• Many classroom and toilet room entrances do not provide the required door approach clearances and 
the hardware is not ADA compliant.   

• Handicap accessible plumbing fixtures and stalls are not provided at most toilet rooms and locker/
shower areas.  In some locations grab bars are provided, but not in the correct configuration to meet 
current codes.  

• Some toilet rooms have had minor fixture upgrades that address some ADA requirements.  Additional 
upgrades for plumbing fixtures and accessories will be required in all toilet rooms to bring these rooms 
into full compliance with ADA.

• While there are some doors with compliant lever type door hardware, typical door hardware throughout 
the school is not in compliance with ADA requirements.

• The pool does not have an accessible ramp but an accessible lift was recently installed.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The purpose of Lake Clifton Building Feasibility Study is being conducted to help inform the Baltimore City 
Public School System on the current condition of the building. Currently housing the Heritage High School and 
REACH! Partnership, this building was opened to classes in 1971. Since then it has seen several reorganizations 
of educational programming and has been the victim of a fire and rebuilding of the library. This study will help 
determine whether renovation or demolition and reconstruction of a smaller school would be the appropriate 
path forward for the school system.

The field survey for the Lake Clifton consisted of a visual survey of Units A, B, C & D, Fine Arts Center, 
Media Center, Central Core and Physical Education building. Exterior inspections included visual inspection and 
photography of facades from grade. Interior inspections consisted of visual inspection and photography of 
finishes with no demolition to uncover structure. Little to no structure was visible on the interior of the building 
as this building was in use at the time of inspection. Units A-D were surveyed on the exterior from grade and 
interior via the hallways and walkways. The Fine Arts Center, Media Center and Central Core were surveyed 
in a similar manner. Physical Education was surveyed entirely from the exterior on grade. Mechanical areas 
were inaccessible.

The visual inspection was conducted of the structure that was visible during continued use of the building. 
Structural elements were included in the façade allowing a general inspection of the condition of the structure 
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without demolition; however this was only applicable to the exterior of the building. Interior structure was almost 
completely covered by finishes as expected for an occupied building. Photographs of notable damage were 
taken using a Nikon D3200 DSLR camera utilizing zoom. With photographic zoom most areas visible to the eye 
were able to be documented.

a.   General Building 

The Lake Clifton building consists of a central core which houses the Library, Media Center and Fine Arts, 
Physical Education and other functions. The Fine Arts is an octagonal structure which houses a central 
auditorium. The Media Center, Library, Physical Education and remainder of the central core are rectilinear 
structures containing the common functions of the building. Attached to this core are two standalone sets of 
“Units”. Each set of Units is a rectilinear pinwheel with 4 blades (wings). 

b.   Unit A

Description of Structure
Each pinwheel is divided into two Units with each Unit consisting of two adjacent wings. Each pinwheel 
has a North and South stairwell and entrance at the crux of the floor plan. At the tip of each Unit there 
is also a stairwell. These Units are connected to the central core via underground mechanical tunnels, 
open air walkways and elevated enclosed walkways. These corridors are stacked in plan.

Unit A is a steel framed structure. It consists of a level on grade and two framed levels. The heights of 
First Floor, Second Floor and Roof are ±12’, ±10’-8” and ±10’-8” respectively. Typical bay sizes in 
both directions are approximately 28-29’ with a 15’ spacing at central corridors. Columns are 8” wide 
flange columns founded on typical 7’ to 10’ square spread footings. Both interior and exterior columns 
appear to be encased in concrete to form a 12”x12” section. At the exterior these encasements project 
as part of the façade. The roof is framed using typical 14” open web steel joists at 4’-0” o.c. bearing 
on 14” interior girders and 16” spandrel girders. The two floor levels are framed using typical 16” 
open web steel joists at 2’-0” o.c. max., bearing on 18” wide flange girders. Elevated slabs are 2½” 
concrete on formdeck. The roof has a 2” poured gypsum slab on top of insulation. Slab on grade is 
typically 5” with 12”thickness happening at the mechanical tunnel. Spandrel beams have also been 
encased in concrete which projects as part of the façade. The concrete encasement on beams appears 
to vary by section. The stairwells are topped with cast in place, bowtie shaped, butterfly roofs. These 
roofs are reinforced with #5@6” transverse bars and #4@12” longitudinal bars top and bottom. They 
are supported by 30”x12” cast in place concrete beams at their centerline and a 3” steel tube wind 
strut at each corner. Stairwell walls are typically 8” thick cast in place concrete with brick veneer above 
grade and 11” thick below grade.

Discussion of Findings
Unit A sits to West-Northwest of the site. It houses mainly classroom functions. As such, the interior 
structure was inaccessible at the time of the survey. The current survey is almost entirely exterior in 
nature. The structure visible from the exterior are concrete encasement on beams and columns along 
with a few cast in place concrete canopies and cast in place concrete roofs over stairwells.

There appeared to be no significant distress to any individual structural elements. In a number of places 
on all sides of the façade the concrete encasement shows distress. The majority of distress is manifested 
through spalling  and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places rusted rebar and welded 
wire reinforcing can be observed. Other locations show the existing concrete coating discoloring and 
delaminating from the concrete. Several of column encasements show a spalling pattern ¼ of the way 
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up the First Floor windows. These encasements show circular spalls in a pattern of 3 rows of two and 
the tip of a round metal bar can be seen. Based on observations from Unit B it has been observed that 
these appear to be the end of a threaded rod beyond a nut. Since these do not occur at floor levels 
and since column flanges are parallel to the façade these are not bolts for beam connections. The 
purpose of these bolts is currently unknown. One of the stairwell roofs appears to have been repaired 
and painted, however the other two show signs of distress. Moderate concrete spalling has occurred 
and rusted reinforcing can be seen from grade. The North stairwell has unstable brick at the top of wall 
where the East face meets the building. This is a safety hazard for people on the ground. 

The damage to Unit A appears to mainly stem from construction practice. In almost all locations it 
appears that the concrete encasement reinforcing does not have adequate cover. Specific cover was not 
measured however several photos show what appear to be little to no cover. The cast in place concrete 
roofs show distress mostly originating at the drip edge and fanned rebar at the front edge. It also 
appears that considerations for adequate cover were not followed. 

For Unit A this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. It is damage that will affect the look and/or 
function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Since this is a steel framed structure however, none of the damage 
appears to significantly affect the structure. It is suspected that the concrete encasement serves as a 
fireproofing measure. The steel frame is not relying on the concrete encasement for strength so damage 
to the encasement does not mean distress on the structure as currently observed. The concrete requires 
proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left alone, 
may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time there is no 
imminent danger to the structure. Damage to Unit A can be seen in the following photos.
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c.   Unit B

Description of Structure
Unit B is a steel framed structure. It consists of a level on grade and two framed levels. The heights of 
First Floor, Second Floor and Roof are ±12’, ±10’-8” and ±10’-8” respectively. Typical bay sizes in 
both directions are approximately 28-29’ with a 15’ spacing at central corridors. Columns are 8” wide 
flange columns founded on typical 7’ to 10’ square spread footings. Both interior and exterior columns 
appear to be encased in concrete to form a 12”x12” section. At the exterior these encasements project 
as part of the façade. The roof is framed using typical 14” open web steel joists at 4’-0” o.c. bearing 
on 14” interior girders and 16” spandrel girders. The two floor levels are framed using typical 16” 
open web steel joists at 2’-0” o.c. max., bearing on 18” wide flange girders. Elevated slabs are 2½” 
concrete on formdeck. The roof has a 2” poured gypsum slab on top of insulation. Slab on grade is 
typically 5” with 12” thickness happening at the mechanical tunnel. Spandrel beams have also been 
encased in concrete which projects as part of the façade. The concrete encasement on beams appears 
to vary by section. The stairwells are topped with cast in place, bowtie shaped, butterfly roofs. These 
roofs are reinforced with #5@6” transverse bars and #4@12” longitudinal bars top and bottom. They 
are supported by 30”x12” cast in place concrete beams at their centerline and a 3” steel tube wind 
strut at each corner. Stairwell walls are typically 8” thick cast in place concrete with brick veneer above 
grade and 11” thick below grade.

Discussion of Findings
Unit B sits to West-Southwest of the site. It also houses mainly classroom functions. It is connected to 
Unit A and likewise the interior structure was inaccessible at the time of the survey. The current survey 
is almost entirely exterior in nature. The structure visible from the exterior are concrete encasement on 
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beams and columns along with a few cast in place concrete canopies and cast in place concrete roofs 
over stairwells.

There appeared to be no significant distress to any individual structural elements. In a number of places 
on all sides of the façade the concrete encasement shows distress. The majority of distress is manifested 
through spalling, delamination and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places rusted 
rebar and welded wire reinforcing can be observed. Other locations show the existing concrete coating 
discoloring and delaminating from the concrete. On the West side of Unit B several column encasements 
show significant spalling. The southernmost corner columns have lost almost their entire concrete cover 
on the West and East faces respectively from grade to First Floor. The South cast in place canopy 
shows spalling and rusted reinforcing and the stairwell roof above shows minor spalling. Unit B shows 
significant spalling at window heads with a number of windows having rusted welded wire reinforcing 
clearly visible. On the East and Southeast faces there are two locations where spalling has revealed 
the steel column within the encasement. The rusted columns are visible however the extent of rust is not 
determinable in the current condition. Several of column encasements show a spalling pattern ¼ of the 
way up the First Floor windows. These encasements show circular spalls in a pattern of 3 rows of two 
and the tip of a round metal bar can be seen. Based on observations it has been observed that these 
appear to be the end of a threaded rod beyond a nut. Since these do not occur at floor levels and since 
column flanges are parallel to the façade these are not bolts for beam connections. The purpose of 
these bolts is currently unknown. The East stairwell roof shows moderate spalling and rusted reinforcing 
can be seen from grade. 

The damage to Unit B appears to mainly stem from construction practice. In almost all locations it appears 
that the reinforcing does not have adequate cover. Specific cover was not measured however several 
photos show what appear to be little to no cover. The cast in place concrete roofs show distress mostly 
originating at the drip edge and fanned rebar at the front edge. It also appears that considerations 
for adequate cover were not followed. 

For Unit B this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. It is damage that will affect the look and/or 
function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Since this is a steel framed structure however, none of the damage 
appears to significantly affect the structure, barring the two columns where the structural steel is visible 
through the encasement. It is suspected that the concrete encasement serves as a fireproofing measure. 
The steel frame is not relying on the concrete encasement for strength so damage to the encasement 
does not mean distress on the structure as currently observed. The concrete requires proper patching in 
addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left alone, may eventually begin 
to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time there is no imminent danger to 
the structure. The two columns with visible structural steel must be inspected and repaired as soon as 
possible in order to stop any ongoing degradation and correct any existing damage. Damage to Unit 
B can be seen in photos below.
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d.   Unit C

Description of Structure
Unit C is a steel framed structure. It consists of a level on grade and two framed levels. The heights of 
First Floor, Second Floor and Roof are ±12’, ±10’-8” and ±10’-8” respectively. Typical bay sizes in 
both directions are approximately 28-29’ with a 15’ spacing at central corridors. Columns are 8” wide 
flange columns founded on typical 7’ to 10’ square spread footings. Both interior and exterior columns 
appear to be encased in concrete to form a 12”x12” section. At the exterior these encasements project 
as part of the façade. The roof is framed using typical 14” open web steel joists at 4’-0” o.c. bearing 
on 14” interior girders and 16” spandrel girders. The two floor levels are framed using typical 16” 
open web steel joists at 2’-0” o.c. max., bearing on 18” wide flange girders. Elevated slabs are 2½” 
concrete on formdeck. The roof has a 2” poured gypsum slab on top of insulation. Slab on grade is 
typically 5” with 12” thickness happening at the mechanical tunnel. Spandrel beams have also been 
encased in concrete which projects as part of the façade. The concrete encasement on beams appears 
to vary by section. The stairwells are topped with cast in place, bowtie shaped, butterfly roofs. These 
roofs are reinforced with #5@6” transverse bars and #4@12” longitudinal bars top and bottom. They 
are supported by 30”x12” cast in place concrete beams at their centerline and a 3” steel tube wind 
strut at each corner. Stairwell walls are typically 8” thick cast in place concrete with brick veneer above 
grade and 11” thick below grade.

Discussion of Findings
Unit C sits to East-northeast of the site. It houses mainly classroom functions. As such, the interior structure 
was inaccessible at the time of the survey. The South side of Unit C was also inaccessible at grade at 
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the time of the survey. The current survey is almost entirely exterior in nature. The structure visible from 
the exterior are concrete encasement on beams and columns along with a few cast in place concrete 
canopies and cast in place concrete roofs over stairwells.

There appeared to be no significant distress to any individual structural elements. In a number of 
places on all sides of the façade the concrete encasement shows distress. The majority of distress is 
manifested through spalling, delamination and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places 
rusted rebar and welded wire reinforcing can be observed. Other locations show the existing concrete 
coating discoloring and delaminating from the concrete. The West and North side of Unit C have had 
the encasements painted over and this has coated the spalling concrete and rebar. The age of paint is 
unknown; however it is beginning to peel off. The interior (to the floor plan) cast in place canopy on the 
North face has the most damage. It shows moderate spalling and exposed reinforcing. The East face 
shows little to no damage to concrete encasing. 

The damage to Unit C appears to mainly stem from construction practice. In almost all locations it appears 
that the reinforcing does not have adequate cover. Specific cover was not measured however several 
photos show what appear to be little to no cover. The cast in place concrete roofs show distress mostly 
originating at the drip edge and fanned rebar at the front edge. It also appears that considerations 
for adequate cover were not followed. 

For Unit C this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. It is damage that will affect the look and/or 
function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Since this is a steel framed structure however, none of the damage 
appears to significantly affect the structure. It is suspected that the concrete encasement serves as a 
fireproofing measure. The steel frame is not relying on the concrete encasement for strength so damage 
to the encasement does not mean distress on the structure as currently observed. The concrete requires 
proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left alone, 
may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time there is no 
imminent danger to the structure. Damage to Unit C can be seen in photos below.
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e.   Unit D

Description of Structure
Unit D is a steel framed structure. It consists of a level on grade and two framed levels. The heights of 
First Floor, Second Floor and Roof are ±12’,± 10’-8” and ±10’-8” respectively. Typical bay sizes in 
both directions are approximately 28-29’ with a 15’ spacing at central corridors. Columns are 8” wide 
flange columns founded on typical 7’ to 10’ square spread footings. Both interior and exterior columns 
appear to be encased in concrete to form a 12”x12” section. At the exterior these encasements project 
as part of the façade. The roof is framed using typical 14” open web steel joists at 4’-0” o.c. bearing 
on 14” interior girders and 16” spandrel girders. The two floor levels are framed using typical 16” 
open web steel joists at 2’-0” o.c. max., bearing on 18” wide flange girders. Elevated slabs are 2 ½” 
concrete on formdeck. The roof has a 2” poured gypsum slab on top of insulation. Slab on grade is 
typically 5” with 12”thickness happening at the mechanical tunnel. Spandrel beams have also been 
encased in concrete which projects as part of the façade. The concrete encasement on beams appears 
to vary by section. The stairwells are topped with cast in place, bowtie shaped, butterfly roofs. These 
roofs are reinforced with #5@6” transverse bars and #4@12” longitudinal bars top and bottom. They 
are supported by 30”x12” cast in place concrete beams at their centerline and a 3” steel tube wind 
strut at each corner. Stairwell walls are typically 8” thick cast in place concrete with brick veneer above 
grade and 11” thick below grade.

Discussion of Findings
Unit D sits to East-Southeast of the site. It also houses mainly classroom functions. It is connected to Unit 
C and likewise the interior structure was inaccessible at the time of the survey. The West side of Unit D 
was also inaccessible at grade at the time of the survey. The current survey is almost entirely exterior 
in nature. The structure visible from the exterior are concrete encasement on beams and columns along 
with a few cast in place concrete canopies and cast in place concrete roofs over stairwells.

There appeared to be no significant distress to any individual structural elements. In a number of places 
on all sides of the façade the concrete encasement shows distress. The majority of distress is manifested 
through spalling, delamination and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places rusted 
rebar and welded wire reinforcing can be observed. Other locations show the existing concrete coating 
discoloring and delaminating from the concrete. The South face of the East wing shows the most spalling 
in the concrete encasement and the Southeast column of this same wing has lost concrete cover almost 
entirely from Ground to First Floor. Similar to Unit C the East face shows little to no damage to concrete 
encasing. 

The damage to Unit D appears to mainly stem from construction practice. In almost all locations it appears 
that the reinforcing does not have adequate cover. Specific cover was not measured however several 
photos show what appear to be little to no cover. The cast in place concrete roofs show distress mostly 
originating at the drip edge and fanned rebar at the front edge. It also appears that considerations 
for adequate cover were not followed. 

For Unit D this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. It is damage that will affect the look and/or 
function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Since this is a steel framed structure however, none of the damage 
appears to significantly affect the structure. It is suspected that the concrete encasement serves as a 
fireproofing measure. The steel frame is not relying on the concrete encasement for strength so damage 
to the encasement does not mean distress on the structure as currently observed. The concrete requires 
proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left alone, 
may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time there is no 
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imminent danger to the structure. Damage to Unit D can be seen in photos below. 

f.   Connecting Corridors

Description of Structure
The corridors which connect the “Units” to the Central Core consist of three separate levels of corridor. 
The base is a 7’ wide below grade mechanical tunnel framed with 1’ thick concrete foundation walls 
and topped by an 8” cast in place concrete slab with 4” topping. This slab supports the exterior 
grade which serves as the open air corridor. The elevated corridor is wider than the tunnel and is 
supported by 12”x20” cast in place concrete columns at 14’ o.c. in both directions. These columns are 
reinforced with 4#7s vertically and #3 stirrups at 12” o.c. These columns form 2 story concrete bents 
with connector beams framing perpendicular to the corridor direction. The beams are reinforced with 
4#7s longitudinally (2T & 2B) and #3 stirrups to approximately 35” from face of column. Running 
parallel to the corridor at the there are two inverted L concrete beams stacked on the beams of each 
bent. These inverted L’s in turn support a 6” flexicore plank which creates the elevated floor slab. At the 
roof there are also two inverted L beams running parallel to corridors however the roof is framed using 
open web steel joists which run parallel to the corridor and bear on the concrete bents. 

Discussion of Findings
The Connecting Corridors show the most damage of any area in the building. These elevated walkways 
show moderate to severe spalling and cracking. These walkways are constructed of cast in place 
concrete and therefore are much more sensitive to concrete deterioration. The walkway precast planks 
do not show significant damage. Damage is concentrated in columns with some minor spalling and 
cracking in beams. The concrete requires proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture 
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may require. Repair of these areas are critical to ensure safe continued use of these corridors as well 
as the outdoor space below. Damage to the Connecting Corridors can be seen in photos below.

g.   Fine Arts

Description of Structure
Existing structural drawings were not available for the Fine Arts Center. At approximately eye level 
from grade there appears to be a concrete element wrapping the building similar to the majority of the 
building however no clear concrete column encasement can be seen from exterior. CMU block appears 
to have been used at exterior and is used for interior walls. This area may be framed with CMU bearing 
walls rather than steel framing.

 
Discussion of Findings
Fine Arts is situated to the North of the site. It houses and auditorium and other function related spaces. It 
was accessible via the interior corridor which wraps around the auditorium at the time of the survey. The 
survey therefore consisted of a walk through the corridor and a walk-around on grade.  The structure 
visible from the exterior appears to be concrete encasement on beams along with a pair of cast in 
place canopies on the North side. There were not existing structural drawings so the structure at this 
portion of the building is currently unknown.

There appear to be no individual structural elements which show significant distress with the possible 
exception of one of the cast in place canopies. The majority of structure visible is a concrete beam/
encasement that wraps around the building at about eye level. There is minor spalling and exposed, 
rusted reinforcing all the way around the building however the worst damage is at the on grade 
mechanical louvers. At the top of louvers the soffit of this beam/encasement has deteriorated and 
exposes a significant amount of welded wire reinforcing. The most critical damage appears in one of 
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h.   Media Center

Description of Structure
Existing structural drawings were not available for the Media Center. This space appears from the 
exterior to be of similar construction to the majority of the building. Beam and column concrete is visible 
from the exterior with similar form and sizes as the rest of the building. This leads us to believe that it is 
of similar construction and materials. 

Discussion of Findings
The East and West faces were both only partially accessible. There appeared to be no significant 
distress to any individual structural elements. In a number of places on all sides of the façade is showing 
distress in concrete encasements. The majority of distress is manifested through spalling, delamination 
and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places rusted reinforcing can be observed. Other 
locations show the existing concrete coating discoloring and delaminating from the concrete. Based 
on observations it appears as though the majority of damage is to cast in place concrete roofs at 
entryways. These roofs have moderate concrete spalling on the soffit, typically parallel to reinforcing. 
This has exposed some longitudinal bars in the slab and stirrups in the support beams. In addition 
to these material issues the East entryway has undergone significant settling. The concrete walks are 
uneven and several sections of brick wall have undergone severe cracking and movement. 

The damage to the Media Center appears to mainly stem from construction practice, and settling in the 

the North canopies. This canopy appears to be a cast in place one way slab based on visible reinforcing. 
This canopy shows several bars having a few feet of exposed length at the soffit of the canopy. For Fine 
Arts this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. 

It is damage that will affect the look and/or function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Barring the cast 
in place canopy none of the damage appears to significantly affect the structure, however since the 
structural system at this area is unknown the effects of damage may only be assumed. The concrete 
requires proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left 
alone, may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses; however at this time 
there appears to be no imminent danger to the structure. The cast in place canopy with visible structural 
steel must be inspected and repaired as soon as possible in order to stop any ongoing degradation and 
correct any existing damage. Damage to Fine Arts can be seen in photos below.
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case of entryways. In almost all locations it appears that the reinforcing does not have adequate cover. 
Specific cover was not measured however several photos show what appear to be little to no cover. 
For the Media Center this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. It is damage that will affect the look 
and/or function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Since this is a steel framed structure however, none of the 
damage appears to significantly affect the structure. It is suspected that the concrete encasement serves 
as a fireproofing measure. The steel frame is not relying on the concrete encasement for strength so 
damage to the encasement does not mean distress on the structure as currently observed. The concrete 
requires proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left 
alone, may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time 
there is no imminent danger to the structure. The entryways require complete reconstruction to deal with 
existing settlement and prevent future issues. Damage to the Media Center can be seen in photos below.
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i.   Central Core

Description of Structure
Existing structural drawings were not available for the Central Core. This space appears from the 
exterior to be a combination of cast in place concrete construction and concrete encased steel framing. 
Beam and column concrete is visible from the exterior on the East side and apparent concrete columns 
and beams on the West side, with similar form and sizes as the rest of the building. This leads us to 
believe that it is a combination of structural systems.

Discussion of Findings
The Central Core, as the name implies sits at the center of the site. The Media Center connects to the 
North and the Phys. Ed. to the South. Units A & B connect via one of the Connecting Corridors from the 
West and similarly to Units C & D from the East. This space houses various functions critical to the schools. 
The interior structure was entirely inaccessible at the time of the survey. The survey consisted mainly of 
an exterior walk-around from grade. The structure visible from the exterior are concrete encasement on 
beams and columns along with a few cast in place concrete canopies and cast in place concrete roofs 
over stairwells.

This area shows generally the same distress as the rest of the building. The majority of distress is 
manifested through spalling, delamination and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places 
rusted reinforcing can be observed. Other locations show the existing concrete coating discoloring and 
delaminating from the concrete. The loading dock on the South shows significant concrete deterioration 
at the columns. Also at what appears to be a CMU mechanical penthouse there is a significant horizontal 
crack in the wall with visible movement of the CMU above. In addition the wing wall on the East stair 
has a large vertical crack propagating through the brick at the end of the wall. The damage to the 
Central Core appears to mainly stem from construction practice. In almost all locations it appears 
that the reinforcing does not have adequate cover. Specific cover was not measured however several 
photos show what appear to be little to no cover. For the Central Core this damage is typically cosmetic 
in nature. It is damage that will affect the look and/or function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Barring 
the loading dock none of the damage appears to significantly affect the structure, however since the 
structural system at this area is unknown the effects of damage may only be assumed. The concrete 
requires proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left 
alone, may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time 
there is no imminent danger to the structure. The loading dock, East stair wing wall and CMU penthouse 
wall must be inspected and repaired as soon as possible in order to stop any ongoing degradation and 
correct any existing damage. Damage to the Central Core can be seen in photos below.
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j.   Physical Education 

Description of Structure
The Physical Education (Phys. Ed.) section of the building is what houses a gymnasium structure. This 
area is situated to the South of the central core. The Phys. Ed. structure consists of a below grade slab 
on grade topped with elevated levels at Ground Floor, Low Roof/mechanical partial floor and High 
Roof. The heights of Ground Floor, Low Roof, mechanical partial floor and High Roof are ±15’, ±31’-6”, 
±10’-3” and ±29’ respectively. Phys. Ed. also houses an attached mechanical area and swimming pool. 

The gymnasium is founded on concrete caissons under slabs and columns. Caisson spacing is typically 
14’ o.c. in each direction and 12’ o.c. at the pool and deck area. The pool base and pool deck are 
both slab on grade supported by grade beams. The main gymnasium slab on grade is constructed 
as a two way flat slab. The Ground Floor column spacing is typical 28’ o.c. in each direction with the 
northernmost bay spaced at 42’. Ground Floor framing consists of a 2½” slab on formdeck supported 
by typical 16” open web steel joists at 1’-6” o.c. max. bearing on 24” wide flange girders. The 
northernmost bay is framed with 12” open web steel joists at 2’-0” o.c. bearing on 24” wide flange 
girders. The 24” girders span 42’ and are spaced at 14’ o.c. The direction of steel joists in this end 
bay is rotated 90°. The Low Roof constructed of 4” Celdex planks bearing on 30” wide flange beams 
which span ±73’-4” and spaced 12’ o.c. These 30” beams bear on top of 21” wide flange girders 
where in between column lines. The 21” girders are encased in concrete. Low Roof also occurs at the 
East and West faces and wraps South around the gymnasium corners. These areas are constructed of 
a 2” poured gypsum slab on formdeck. They are framed with 12” open web steel joists at ±3’-6” o.c. 
bearing on 12” spandrel beams and 12” to 36” interior beams. There is also partial mechanical level 
running through the center of the floor plan. The mechanical partial level is framed with 8” open web 
steel joists at 2’-0” o.c. bearing on wide flange beams ranging from 10” to 16”deep. The High Roof is 
constructed of 3” preformed fiber-cement decking on bulb tees. Typical deck span is 14’ and the deck 
is supported by 36” wide flange beams spanning approximately 88’. These beams bear on top of 21” 
wide flange girders in between column lines. At North and South faces the 36” beams are continuous 
across the exterior columns. The High Roof at the central mechanical partial level is framed with 12” 
open web steel joists at 4’-0” o.c. bearing on the 21” girders. At both High and Low Roof 30” and 36” 
beams protrude through the façade and are painted exterior to the building. 
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On the East and West sides of the gymnasium there are exits with a canopy. This exit is a cast in place 
concrete slab supported by cast in place concrete walls. Isolated from this exit landing is the structure 
for the canopy. The canopy structure is formed from a cast in place concrete bent consisting of two 
concrete columns and two concrete beams. The lower beam supports the exit stairs and the upper beam 
supports the canopy. The canopy itself is 6” precast concrete plank with 2” topping supported by cast 
in place spandrel beams on 3 sides. The gymnasium is attached to the central core via a corridor and 
stairs. 

At the gymnasium slab on grade level there is a small mechanical area to the North constructed of slab 
on grade and two sets of stairs with cast in place concrete retaining walls. At the Ground Level this area 
grows to include a connecting corridor. The corridor and other areas are constructed of slab on grade 
with grade beams and the corridor walls are cast in place concrete. The stairs continue up. At the Low 
Roof level this area is mainly roof. It is also 2” poured gypsum slab on wide flange beams ranging 
from 14” to 18” deep. A new stair and entry way occurs at the gymnasium Ground Level and continues 
above this low roof. It is topped with a cast in place multispan gable roof, similar in form to the bowtie 
roofs at the Units. 

Discussion of Findings
The Phys. Ed. section is at the South end of the site. It houses gymnasium/pool functions and mechanical 
space. It was inaccessible at the time of the survey. The survey consisted entirely of an exterior walk-
around from grade. The structure visible from the exterior are concrete encasement on beams and 
columns along with a few cast in place concrete canopies and cast in place concrete roofs over stairwells. 
Also visible are the roof girder projections through the façade.

There appeared to be no significant distress to any individual structural elements with the exception of 
one cast in place roof beam and some cast in place columns. In a number of places on all sides of the 
façade the concrete encasement shows distress. The majority of distress is manifested through spalling, 
delamination and/or cracked concrete encasement. In a number of places rusted rebar and welded 
wire reinforcing can be observed. Other locations show the existing concrete coating discoloring and 
delaminating from the concrete. The West side appears to have been partially repainted and the East 
side shows patching of concrete spalling. The date of this work is unknown. 

Generally the cast in place roofs look less distressed on this section of the building. The Southwest cast 
in place roof has a large longitudinal crack with an exposed, rusted bar in the center support beam. 
This crack may affect the capacity of this beam as concrete bonding degrades further. At the Southeast 
stairwell there is spalling at the top of foundation wall which may begin to affect brick bearing. The 
cast in place canopies show spalling and rusted reinforcing similar to the other sections of the building. 
The exposed roof beams do not generally appear to have any damage. Some surface rust is visible; 
however they are mostly covered in paint. At the Northwest corner there is cracked concrete at the 
bearing location. This appears to have been patched however cracking has resumed. This may lead to 
deterioration of the connection and column below as the damage is at the highest point in the structure. 
The East side shows some repaired spalling however one of the repairs is inadequate. 

At the Ground Floor there is a spall broken off at a 45 degree angle which is several inches in height 
and depth. This has been repaired partially but is not stable. The worst portion of the Phys. Ed. structure 
is the entryways where the North side connects to the rest of the central core. On the West side these 
cast in place columns show severe spalling and exposed column bars up to approximately 2’ in length. 
This damage can affect the capacity of these columns and must be repaired. The East side shows some 
spalling and some exposed column rebar at the cast in place columns. The cast in place roofs on both 
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sides show moderate to severe spalling and discoloration. The damage to Phys. Ed. appears to mainly 
stem from construction practice. In almost all locations it appears that the reinforcing does not have 
adequate cover. Specific cover was not measured however several photos show what appear to be little 
to no cover. It also appears that considerations for adequate cover were not followed.

For Phys. Ed. this damage is typically cosmetic in nature. It is damage that will affect the look and/or 
function of façade, fireproofing, etc. Since this is a steel framed structure however, none of the damage 
appears to significantly affect the structure. It is suspected that the concrete encasement serves as a 
fireproofing measure. The steel frame is not relying on the concrete encasement for strength so damage 
to the encasement does not mean distress on the structure as currently observed. The concrete requires 
proper patching in addition to any finishing the architecture may require. These issues, if left alone, 
may eventually begin to affect structure as water infiltration progresses, however at this time there is no 
imminent danger to the structure. Damage to Phys. Ed. can be seen in photos below.
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k.   Concrete Slabs

There are two typical slabs used on this project. There are concrete slabs on grade and 2½” concrete slabs 
on formdeck. Several areas of the building have had settlement at slabs on grade. Unit B, Fine Arts, and 
portions of the Central Core have slab on grade cracking. These same areas also show cracking in the First 
Floor elevated slabs. Within the Units slabs typically show a crack just interior to the stairwell at the end of 
each wing. The Media Center also shows cracking in the elevated slab which circles the library. These cracks 
are evenly space and may be due to concrete shrinkage. Damage to slabs can be seen in photos below.

l.   Retaining Walls

There are a few retaining walls at this site running East-West. The retaining walls were only accessible from 
above for this survey. They appear to be precast concrete panels with possible cast in place posts. These 
show moderate distress as a typical condition. Many of the posts appear to not have adequate cover and 
have exposed, rusted reinforcing. Also the railing has been affected by rusting and deterioration of the 
concrete that the railing connects to. On the East side of the building a chain link fence has been installed 
because the railing has been completely removed due to deterioration of the concrete. 

m.  Summary

The current structural survey of the Lake Clifton Building revealed much about its current condition, however 
much is still unknown. Only portions of the original design documents were available at the time or access. 
In addition, no interior structure was accessible. Several large portions of the building were generally 
inaccessible as well. Access was not granted to inspect retaining walls, mechanical tunnels, roofs, foundation 
walls or the gymnasium. Due to such limited access general building recommendations are somewhat difficult 
at this time.

The Lake Clifton Building shows many signs of its age. There are numerous areas of distress visible from the 
exterior alone. The building generally appears stable and in good structural condition with the exception 
of small portions spread throughout. Concrete spalling and exposed reinforcing of the concrete encasement 
of all columns and spandrel steel beams is the overwhelming issue with this building. Since the building is 
typically steel framed with concrete encasement this is not an immediate structural issue, however this may 
be the means provided to fireproof the steel framing. While the issues are architectural in nature, if left 
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unattended to they could cause significant impact to the structure in the future. The major issues derived from 
spalling concrete encasement are aesthetics and fireproofing. If left unrepaired, these spalls could lead to 
substantial water infiltration and deterioration of the structure. 

Proper cleaning and patching of the majority of this damage should be able to be performed with 
negligible impact on the structure; however, specific materials and tedious methods of reconstruction would 
be necessary. Due to the ongoing use and subsequent inaccessibility of the structure, mobilization to certain 
areas to be restored could be costly. Several areas appear to be framed with cast in place concrete. 
These areas must be repaired in order to ensure their safe, continued use. The cast in place butterfly roofs 
should be replaced along with some of the cast in place entryway columns. Some sections of the Connecting 
Corridors should be replaced or repaired as well. Existing settlement issues need to be addressed. This can 
be accomplished by replacing slabs on grade and architecturally repairing, leveling or covering cracked 
elevated slabs. Retaining walls should be more intensely inspected. These require repairs for continued use 
of railings and may need replaced depending on the current condition overall. Several brick walls require 
attention. Some of the walls require simple cleaning and relaying of brick, though some require removal 
and replacement of large portions. While not structural this may pose a risk to pedestrians or cause further 
deterioration of the structure via water infiltration. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS 

A number of recent renovations have been completed, including and upgrade of the central plant systems 
and equipment in 2007 and renovation of “C” and “D” Wing to modernize the REACH! school.  A majority 
of the existing mechanical infrastructure, equipment and systems within the facility date back to the original 
construction, with the exception of the facility’s boiler and chiller systems.  The following is a detailed description 
of the existing mechanical, plumbing, and fire protection systems.

a.   Heating Central Plant Equipment

Three high efficiency natural gas-fired HB Smith cast iron sectional Series 28 Boilers (28HE-17), equipped 
with blend pumps for prevention of thermal stratification,  produce heating hot water for the mechanical 
equipment located throughout the school.  All boiler systems are located within the ground floor mechanical 
room area.   The boilers were installed in 2007 as part of the central plant systems replacement project. 
Each active boiler is provided with a gas-fired Power Flame burner, with natural gas currently supplied 
to each burner.  Each burner is rated for a gas consumption of 6,855 CFH and a burner output capacity 
of 5,525 MBH per boiler.  The existing combustion air louvers, located at the exterior boiler room wall  to 
provide fresh air from the adjacent area-way, do not comply with current combustion air code requirements.
A series of dedicated flues extend from each boiler and are routed vertically through the building.  These 
flues currently terminate approximately ten feet above the Central Core roof elevation.

The 6-inch incoming gas service enters the building along the perimeter wall of the ground floor mechanical 
room.  Gas service components, including valves, rotary type meter, and bypass piping, are also positioned 
within this mechanical room.  

Primary heating water distribution pumps H-P1 and H-P2 are also located on the mezzanine within the main 
mechanical room.  These pumps are 25 hp base mounted end suction pumps and provide circulation via the 
primary heating supply and return piping which, in turn, supply secondary heating water pumps located 
throughout the building for distribution to heating coils and heating equipment.  These pumps appear to be 
original equipment, though some of them have been equipped with replacement motors.


